HYBRID POTATO BREEDER
AARDEVO

Do you want to join the evolution of potatoes at the interface of research and product development? This role at Aardevo offers a
unique opportunity to make an essential contribution to the growing hybrid potato breeding program!

FOR WHOM?
Do you want to join the evolution of potatoes at the interface of research and product development? This role at Aardevo offers a
unique opportunity to make an essential contribution to the growing hybrid potato breeding program!

WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO?
As hybrid potato breeder at Aardevo, you play a crucial role in the development of our young breeding pipeline: You work on the
development of inbred lines and experimental hybrids. You take responsibility in planning and setting up trials and you collect
breeding data in the field and glass house. Utilizing all relevant breeding technologies including MAS and genomic selection, you
are able to select superior parental lines and hybrids, getting closer to first product release.

Furthermore, you have a leading role developing a network of trial locations. You are ready to regularly visit trial locations in the
Netherlands and EU countries (ca. 20 % travel), and you enjoy communicating and arranging trials with external partners.

You are part of the hybrid potato breeding team and collaborate closely with technicians, breeders and scientists.

WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT WORKING AT AARDEVO?
READ THE STORY OF MANAGING DIRECTOR PAUL VAN DEN WIJNGAARD

THE OFFER
An exciting job at the interface of research and product development in a growing enterprise
Lots of room for personal growth within an international team
A good salary package including an attractive commuting allowance

PROFILE
You enjoy walking the fields just as analysing data. You are eager to learn, and working on an innovative breeding concept triggers
your creativity. You are a pragmatic team player with an entrepreneurial mindset.
M.Sc. or PhD in plant breeding, agronomy or related field
Practical knowledge of designing and analysing field trials
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Knowledge of agronomy and plant production, preferably potato or vegetables
Advanced knowledge in MS Office and familiarity with standard general-purpose statistical software and databases
Excellent oral and written communication skills in English language, Dutch and Spanish would be an asset

LOCATION
Nagele, Flevoland (The Netherlands)

CONTACTPERSOON

Naam: Jan Gert Roest (Senior Consultant Tuin- & Akkerbouw)
E-mailadres: jangert@nomilk2day.nl
Telefoon: +31617734385
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